People are asking me about camping at PrintCamp2020.

I think I forget to write enough about that aspect!

PMOF provides each participant (or couple, you can bring with if you’d like) with a personal four person tent, a 19" full size air mattress, flashlight/fan for the tent. We have a full “bathhouse” on the front of the shop (that’s the windows you see at the start of the video)

The bathhouse has a changing room and two private hot showers, a separate room with a toilet and sink. There are tons of clean white towels here that are washed every day along with any of your dirty clothes in a washer/dryer in the house. There’s also a bathroom in the house.

The shop has a kitchenette with a full sized hot/cold sink, small refrigerator, microwave and kitchen supplies. Most cooking is done in the house kitchen and there are plenty of places to sit and eat on your own or communally - in the dining area next to the kitchen, one the house porch and the porch on the shop. It's June (9 days, May 30 - June 7, 2020) so the weather is sweet in Pennsylvania but in case we need it, the shop is air conditioned.

May/June blooms are coming up, and the tents are placed behind the shop in the grass around the vegetable garden. Each tent has a rug in front of it and the perimeter is sprayed with pyrethrin, made from chrysanthemums.

The fee for accepted participants is still $500 plus a lab fee (to be determined) which makes this adventure workshop/residency the way we create community face to face, printmaker to printmaker. It gives me great satisfaction to see that past participants stay close friends.

All ages, gender, mediums...Limited to six participants each session so we have lots and lots of room to create and enjoy.

Do you have any thoughts or questions? Please don't hesitate to ask! Applications will be out on my website around December 15 :)

Shelley